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Writing tips from the top
Expert advice all year round, with thousands of invaluable contacts

“Full of useful stuff. 
It answered my 
every question” 

J K Rowling

“Indispensable” 
WILLIAM BOYD

“Essential reading” 
KATE MOSSE

“A wonderful tool”
MARTINA COLE

www.writersandartists.co.uk

The bestselling and essential guides 
to becoming a published author

Acknowledged by the publishing industry, authors 
and would-be writers as the indispensable 

guides to the publishing world

Up-to-date listings and expert advice
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WINCHESTER WRITERS’ FESTIVAL 2015

WELCOME TO THE 35TH  
UNIVERSITY OF WINCHESTER  
WRITERS’ FESTIVAL
Inspiration, support and networking for new and 
established writers

I am delighted to present the programme for the 2015 Festival; the line-up of speakers this year 
reflects some remarkable writing talent along with an exceptionally experienced group of 
literary agents, commissioning editors and other publishing specialists, all of whom are here to 
support, advise and inspire emerging writers through master courses, workshops, talks, over 750 
one-to-one appointments and, of course, all those informal encounters that take place 
throughout the weekend.

Our Keynote Speaker this year is Sebastian Faulks. The Keynote sets the tone for the Festival so 
it is with enormous pleasure that we welcome such an esteemed novelist on 20th June to address us on the subject 
of ‘Making it Up, Making it Real’. Sebastian is the award-winning and best-selling author of novels including Birdsong, 
Charlotte Gray, Human Traces and A Possible Life. He has also written an homage to PG Wodehouse, Jeeves and the 
Wedding Bells; the Ian Fleming centenary novel, Devil May Care and a wickedly funny collection of pastiche pieces, 
Pistache, inspired by his appearances on the light-hearted Radio Four literary quiz show The Write Stuff. In 2011 he 
presented the BBC Two television series Faulks on Fiction and wrote the accompanying book of the same name, and 
most recently co-edited a non-fiction anthology of writing on the First World War, A Broken World, with Dr Hope Wolf. 
He was awarded a CBE for services to literature in 2002.

Each year we aim to introduce something fresh to the Festival. This year, as well as many new speakers, we have a 
new competition: ‘Pitch a TV Drama’; two new competition sponsors: Final Draft, Inc and Writers’ & Artists’  Yearbook; 
an all-day Writers’  Room on Saturday and an evening celebratory dinner with music and a ‘live’  Twitter story.

This year we have also introduced a new look to the programme; in these pages you will find descriptions of the 
Friday courses, the Saturday talks, the Sunday workshops, the writing competitions and information about our 
speakers, including those with whom you can book one-to-one appointments. All other information about the Festival, 
including how to book, the Bursary Scheme and the Festival Scholarship Scheme for writers aged 18-25 is available on our website 
www.writersfestival.co.uk

There are so many wonderful opportunities for writers in the programme this year; do take time to read through all 
that is on offer and book your place as soon as possible to secure your first choices. You will find the answers to most 
questions you may have on our website.

Finally, I’d like to thank our committed speakers, our hard-working volunteers and student hosts, our special guest 
Sebastian Faulks and our patrons Jacqueline Wilson OBE, Maureen Lipman CBE and Colin Dexter OBE for all their 
support.

Please join us and become part of the Festival’s warm and dynamic community of writers in 2015.

Judith Heneghan 
Festival Director
For enquiries: Sara Gangai, Events Manager  
Tel: 01962 826367. 
E-mail: Sara.Gangai@winchester.ac.uk 
www.writersfestival.co.uk
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FRIDAY 19 JUNE

MASTERS’ COURSES 10:00-16:30

Most of these one-day courses are designed 
for writers who want to refine existing work 
and prepare it for submission or publication. 
Please read the descriptions carefully to 
ensure that you choose the right one for you. 
These courses are generally limited to 25 
attendees only.

WRITING THE WILD
Lucy Christopher
Booking Code MC01
This course is designed to help you think more 
deeply about what exactly your narrative setting 
can do. Attendees will consider how setting can 
add tension, plot, pace, dimension to characters and 
even theme to their existing work through a range of 
mini-workshops, readings, exercises and discussion. 
Being a YA author herself, Lucy will also pay close 
attention to how wild settings, in particular, can be 
a useful tool in constructing a narrative for younger 
readers. Attendees will leave with ideas for how to 
use setting to inspire new pieces of writing, as well 
as ways in which setting can reenergise and deepen 
work-in-progress.

FINDING THE RIGHT NARRATIVE VOICE
Rob Magnuson Smith
Booking Code MC02
Choosing the right narrative voice for your story or 
novel is essential. During this course we will examine 
key considerations for adopting 1st, 3rd (or even 
2nd) person narrative voice. Through brief exercises, 
discussion and mini-workshops, attendees will gain 
an enhanced understanding of their own work, learn 
from other participants’ narrative styles, and enjoy a 
lively and productive discussion of this central aspect 
of storytelling.

LET YOUR CHARACTERS SPEAK
Stephen Thompson
Booking Code MC03
Dialogue goes to the very heart of characterisation. 
No two people sound the same and it is through 
dialogue that characters really come alive. However, 
writing great dialogue isn’t just about having a good 
ear for everyday speech. You need to know how and 

when to use it, attribute it and how to write dialogue 
that operates on different levels. This practical course 
will get you talking, listening to and recording 
each other in order to consider and overcome the 
challenges of writing ‘realistic’ dialogue. Through 
short exercises, attendees will practise using dialogue 
as the main story-telling device; one that moves a 
story forward, reveals character and even creates a 
sense of place.

On completing this workshop, attendees will have 
acquired the skills and confidence to write dialogue 
that makes their characters ‘leap off the page’.

GOING PUBLIC: PROMOTION AND 
PERFORMANCE FOR WRITERS 
Ali Sparkes and Kate Firth
Booking Code MC04
Morning session: The Art of Tart with Ali Sparkes
You may have just written the next Man Booker Prize 
winner but since when was raw talent enough? 
Self-confessed media tart Ali Sparkes explains why 
writing something brilliant is only the start. You 
have to get out there and sell it – to an agent, to a 
publisher and then, the world at large. DON’T PANIC - 
you can do it. With a background in theatre, cabaret, 
newspapers, magazines, BBC broadcasting, children’s 
fiction and now, global festival bothering, Ali offers 
plenty of practical insights about press releases, 
radio and TV interviews, launching a book and being 
photographed. You will learn how to manage the 
media and create a buzz around your book.

Afternoon session: Then I’ll begin: lift your words off the 
page with Kate Firth
This practical course will build your skill and 
confidence when reading aloud in public. Attendees 
will look at the relationship between body, posture, 
breathing and voice, projection, presence and clarity 
of diction. We’ll also work on the text itself: how to 
find the vocal energy, pacing, pauses and vocal range 
needed to give life to your work. 

We’ll look at the impact of speech sounds, syntax and 
sentence structure as well as how the language you 
use determines what the text demands of your voice, 
so that rather than impose your own vocal habits 
onto the text, you let your text speak through you.
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POLISHING AND PERFECTING YOUR 
FINISHED WORK
Lizzie Enfield
Booking Code MC05
It’s hard to step back from your own work and see 
it through the eyes of others, but the ability to do 
this makes all the difference between a good piece 
of work and a brilliant piece, one that someone will 
want to publish. The emphasis of this course is on 
looking at ways to finesse a ‘finished’ piece of work. 
You will learn to view your work objectively, spot 
common grammatical errors and structural failures, 
develop and sustain key themes while remaining 
true to your characters, and consider various 
techniques both to pique readers’ interest and keep 
them reading.

WHO IS STEERING THIS BABY?  
…ALL ABOUT CONFLICT
Adrienne Dines
Booking Code MC06
When a story sags, it’s usually because the storyteller 
has lost track of its direction; neither writer nor 
characters are sure what needs to happen next. 
Probably there’s no tension between the plot/
character/place to move the story forward, no 
conflict to ‘drive’ it. This course will help you: identify 
the real conflict in your story and use different types 
of opposition to create tension; differentiate between 
scene/event and plot/structure and learn about the 
role of subplot; appreciate how narration affects 
conflict; generate a satisfactory ending to delegates’ 
own stories; renew your enthusiasm for writing!

THE PERFECT PITCH: HOW TO PITCH YOUR 
BOOK AND FIND AN AGENT
Madeleine Milburn
Booking Code MC07
The goal of this course is to create the perfect 
covering letter to grab the attention of a top literary 
agent. Using case studies and examples of successful 
and unsuccessful submissions, we will clarify the 
genre in which you are writing, create the perfect 
‘pitch’ and learn the techniques to make your 
manuscript stand out from the crowd.

This session will ensure that you go home with a 
strong understanding of what an agent looks for, a 
pitch for your novel which you will discuss with the 
group, and a clear understanding of the three things 
you need to entice an agent and make sure your 
submission goes straight to the top.

HOOK YOUR READER AND REEL THEM IN
Beverley Birch
Booking Code MC08
This course focuses on narrative structure in effective 
storytelling for young readers. Techniques learnt will 
include: the relationship between opening action 
and set-up; the relationship between backstory and 
on-going action; action versus incident; character 
portrayal in creating instant connection with your 
reader; character motivation and character need 
in impelling reader commitment; choice of point/
points of view and ‘voice’ in narrative stance.

Be prepared for new writing during this course, but 
also bring an idea you are working on. This session 
is about self-evaluation of your own work and 
independent strategies for developing it.

BEAT THE SLUSHPILE
Sallyanne Sweeney 
Booking Code MC09
You’ve written your book, but how will you ensure it 
gets the attention of agents? This course will cover 
how to write a winning query letter, synopsis and 
pitch (using case studies and examples from the 
group’s own work), along with an overview of the 
publishing industry and the opportunity to ask an 
agent anything you’ve ever wanted to know. With 
group and individual exercises throughout the day 
and detailed feedback on each participant’s material, 
delegates will leave armed with everything they 
need to ensure a stand-out submission. Delegates 
are asked to send their query letters ahead of time 
and to come with their synopses and pitches.

INVIGORATE YOUR DARK SIDE
Lindsay Ashford
Booking Code MC10
Crime and mystery writer Lindsay Ashford explores a 
range of psychological techniques to help you unlock 
your creative potential. With a particular emphasis 
on the murder mystery genre, you will explore new 
ways of getting inside the mind of both killer and 
victim, building convincing characters to drive your 
plot. Learn how a tarot deck can become a machine 
for writing stories and how faces cut from magazines 
can channel your imagination. This workshop will 
give you a whole new toolbox for building a novel. 
Suitable for all types of writer, from beginners to the 
more experienced.
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FRIDAY EVENING ACTIVITIES FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

LITERARY TALKS 19:45-20:30

TALK #1

Ali Sparkes with Nina Lazarski
Ali Sparkes, winner of the 2010 Blue Peter Children’s Book Award, reads from her latest children’s fiction and discusses 
the creation of The Man in the Water with illustrator Nina Lazarski. The Man in the Water is published independently 
with all monies supporting the Paediatric Intensive Care Unit at Southampton General Hospital. This unit looks after 
critically ill babies, children and teenagers across the South of England and the Channel Islands.

TALK #2

Julian Stannard and Carole Burns
Relax and listen to poet Julian Stannard and fiction writer Carole Burns read from their respective collections The 
Street of Perfect Love  from Worple Press (‘…tumultuous, fast-paced and remarkably tender’ - Ambit) and The Missing 
Woman from Parthian Books (‘…beautiful, memorable stories, artfully nuanced, boldly honest’ – Joanna Scott).  
Bring your questions about publishing literary fiction and poetry with an independent publisher.

EDITOR AND AGENT PANEL 20:45-21:15

Bring your questions for our panel of experts with a focus on contemporary issues and future publishing trends 
and developments.

OPEN MIC READINGS 21:30-23:00

Speakers, delegates and members of the public are invited to read excerpts from their published or unpublished 
short stories, novels, poems or plays in The Vault, next to the bar.

SATURDAY 20 JUNE FOR SATURDAY ATTENDEES

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

09:00-10:00 STRIPE AUDITORIUM
Special guest Sebastian Faulks delivers this year’s Keynote Address, titled ‘Making it Up, Making it Real’.  His address 
will be followed by questions from the audience and a book signing.

THE WRITING ROOM 

10:00-18:00 ST. ALPHEGE BUILDING
Drop in to our Writing Room for a quiet place in which to write or immerse yourself in one of our writing 
challenges. You will find props, photographs and a hand-out to inspire and guide you.
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SATURDAY TALK  #1 

10:30-11:30

STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD: HOW 
TO HOOK AGENTS, PUBLISHERS AND 
READERS 
Alysoun Owen
Booking code ST01
What makes one book stand out from another? How 
best to engage your ‘market’? The advice is equally 
relevant for the agent-publisher and self-publishing 
routes.

THE CHILDREN’S AGENT
Julia Churchill
Booking code ST02
Julia Churchill discusses what she looks for in a 
standout children’s submission.

TO SELF-PUBLISH OR NOT TO SELF-
PUBLISH?
Anna Boatman
Booking code ST03
Anna discusses traditional v. self-publishing 
in romance and genre fiction, including what 
traditional publishers are looking for in order to 
invest in self-published authors and when traditional 
publishing may be the wrong choice.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR COVER LETTER 
SHINE
Carrie Kania
Booking code ST04
What to include and, importantly, what not to 
include. At the end of this session you should have a 
letter that’s ready to go!

DO I NEED A LITERARY AGENT?
David Headley
Booking code ST05
Advice on finding the right agent and tips on how to 
pitch your novel successfully.

MARKETING YOUR DEBUT KIDS OR YA 
NOVEL
Ben Illis and Anna McKerrow
Booking code ST06
Anna and Ben discuss efforts that debut authors 
can make to encourage a great campaign from your 
publisher’s marketing team.

CROSSING CONTINENTS
Hellie Ogden
Booking code ST07
Agents and publishers are increasingly looking for 
books with global potential. But what does that 
mean? Advice on making sure your book speaks to 
readers all around the world.

WHAT IS GOOD QUALITY STRUCTURAL 
EDITING?
Imogen Cooper
Booking code ST08
A passionate exploration of the importance of 
the editor and the submissions process in today’s 
children’s publishing world plus simple techniques 
for self-editing.Where are Digital Stories Now?

WHERE ARE DIGITAL STORIES NOW? 
Sara O’Connor
Booking code ST17
Sara discusses the latest digital platforms and 
innovative projects from across the industry and 
outside and how to use them for inspiration or 
opportunities.
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SATURDAY TALK #2

11:40-12:40

PENGUIN EDITOR AND AUTHOR Q&A
Juliet Annan and Claire Fuller
Booking code ST09
How do editors and authors work together? Juliet 
Annan, Publishing Director of Fig Tree (an imprint 
of Penguin) interviews Claire Fuller about her debut 
novel Our Endless Numbered Days, followed by a 
reading and Q&A.

WHY I WON’T READ PAST THE FIRST PAGE 
OF YOUR MANUSCRIPT
Scott Pack
Booking code ST10
An irreverent and painfully honest look at the many 
and varied reasons publishers reject manuscripts, 
often without getting further than the first page, 
in the hope that you can avoid making the same 
mistakes.

AGENTS IN AN EBOOK WORLD
Lorella Belli
Booking code ST11
In this rapidly changing landscape, what’s the role 
of the agent? How can they help authors, whether 
they are unpublished, published or self-published? 
Crucially, how do you get one?

QUICKFIRE TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL SELF-
PUBLISHING
Debbie Young
Booking code ST12
A talk from the Alliance of Independent Authors, the 
influential organisation that shares best practice from 
professional indie authors in the UK and around the 
world.

SO THERE’S THIS DARK LORD...
John Wordsworth
Booking code ST13
Literary agent and former editor John Wordsworth 
looks at the common pitfalls for fantasy authors and 
explains how to avoid them.

THINK YOU’RE READY TO SUBMIT TO AN 
AGENT?
Jenny Savill
Booking code ST14
Jenny’s wish list of things to check before pressing 
SEND, with submission tips to save you time, effort 
(and possible disappointment) in the long run. Also 
useful if you need to cut your word count.

THE NOVELIST’S TOOLKIT
Hanna Jameson
Booking code ST15
So many writers are talented, but how can you make 
your work publishable? Hanna discusses narrative 
perspective, pace, chronology, character, voice and 
the thinking behind such choices.

YOU’VE WRITTEN YOUR PICTURE BOOK – 
WHAT NEXT?
Barry Timms
Booking code ST16
Don’t flounder now the first draft is done. Find out 
how to self-edit, pitch to a publisher and navigate 
the key pitfalls with the Editorial Director of Little 
Tiger Press.
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SATURDAY TALK #3 

14:15-15:15

REVISING AND PUBLISHING SHORT STORIES
Carole Burns
Booking code ST18
Writing is re-writing. Advice on how to look at 
elements of fiction – endings, character, scenes – to 
bring your story to a publishable level.

THE WRITER’S VOICE
Lizzie Enfield
Booking code ST19
This talk explains what it is that makes a writer’s voice 
engaging and how you can cast off pre-conceived 
notions about how you ‘should’ write and find your 
own particular voice.

AVOIDING THE SLUSH PILE
Simon Hall
Booking code ST20
A quick-fire hour of tips to help avoid the slush pile, 
and instead give your writing a distinctive appeal to 
agents and publishers. Repeats some information 
from Simon’s Sunday workshop.

SELF-EDITING BEFORE SUBMISSION
Lorna Fergusson
Booking code ST21
You’ve got it written – now get it right! A summary of 
the crucial techniques for revising and polishing your 
manuscript before submission.

‘CUT, CUT, AND CUT AGAIN’
Julian Stannard
Booking code ST22
In this session we will consider how we know 
whether a poem is finished or not, and whether it is 
ready for publication.

FROM PAGE TO STAGE
Mo O’Hara
Booking code ST23
Does standing in front of an audience give you 
the heebie-jeebies? Top tips on how to structure a 
presentation, ‘perform’ your work and avoid common 
pitfalls.

LOST STORIES
Judy Waite
Booking code ST24
Discover secrets. Rummage through plots. Find the 
story. Appropriate for all levels of writing experience, 
this session offers an immersive experience within a 
creative scenario.
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SATURDAY TALK #4 

15:30-16:30

MAKING A DRAMA OUT OF A CRISIS
Paul Bryers
Booking code ST25
This session on writing historical fiction will focus 
on the art of turning ‘true history’ into a dramatic 
narrative, for television, theatre and the novel.

TWITTER FOR WRITERS - NOT SUCH A 
WASTE OF TIME!
Emily Benet
Booking code ST26
Learn how Twitter can benefit your writing career. 
Find your voice and make connections in the 
industry that could open doors. Procrastination or 
opportunity - you choose which!

DISCOVERING NARRATIVE THROUGH 
PHOTOGRAPHS
Roma Tearne
Booking code ST27
Five years ago Roma discovered two sets of 
photographs in two separate locations. They were 
astonishingly of the same family. Here she discusses 
how she used their story.

IT’S NOT JUST WHAT YOU SAY...
Bekki Hill
Booking code ST28
Explore non-verbal communication and how 
writers can develop and capitalise on the unspoken 
messages that pass between characters and 
between characters and readers.

IN THE BEGINNING – CRAFTING OPENING 
LINES
Sara Grant
Booking code ST29
Start your novel with power and punch. Learn 
techniques to polish your opening pages. Bring your 
first few pages for this hands-on session.

CHILDREN’S PUBLISHING: STAYING AFLOAT 
IN THE CROSS-CURRENTS
Beverley Birch
Booking code ST30
Publishers: buffeted by change in the digital age, risk 
averse. Authors: struggling to double-guess what 
publishers want. Beverley explains how authors can 
best navigate the cross-currents.

TRACKING DOWN THE INSTINCTUAL 
WRITER
Bridget Holding
Booking code ST31
For sound evolutionary reasons, we are all natural 
storytellers. Re-discover aliveness and power on the 
page as Bridget takes you on the trail of your wild 
words.

MEANS TO AN END
Adrienne Dines
Booking code ST32
Endings should leave you feeling ‘Ah Ha!’ not ‘Oh well.’ 
This whistle-stop tour through how/why endings 
work will ensure yours is perfect!
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SATURDAY EVENING EVENTS

OPEN FORUM WRITERS’ SURGERY WITH JANE WENHAM-JONES

17:00-18:00 ST ALPHEGE BUILDING
Drop in for help and advice on the writing/submission process. Bring your problems, queries and discussion topics 
to this informal group question-and-answer session where Writing Magazine’s agony aunt, Jane Wenham-Jones, 
will do her best to advise.

RADIO READINGS WITH PAUL DODGSON

17:00-18:00 ST ALPHEGE BUILDING (OR THE STRIPE COURTYARD IF WEATHER IS FINE)
Relax and be entertained as writer and composer Paul Dodgson reads extracts from stories, plays and comedy 
shows he has written for BBC Radio 4.

WRITING COMPETITIONS AWARDS CEREMONY

18:30-19:15 STRIPE AUDITORIUM
The first, second and third prize winning entries in our ten writing competitions will be announced and prizes 
awarded.

SATURDAY FESTIVAL DINNER

19:30-21:30 THE UNIVERSITY CENTRE DINING HALL
Dress up or dress down for a celebratory three-course dinner with wine, live music, an interactive Twitter ‘story’ 
and the opportunity to showcase your writing successes.

BAR OPEN UNTIL 23:30

HOW TO BOOK FOR THE FESTIVAL

To book, please go to www.writersfestival.
co.uk and click on the link for Festival 
Registration. You will be directed to the 
online booking and payment system. If you 
wish to pay by cheque, please download a 
registration form from our website and mail 
the completed form with your cheque to the 
address provided. Please apply early to secure a 
place. One-to-One appointments fill quickly.
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SUNDAY 21 JUNE

SUNDAY WORKSHOPS 9:30-15:30

Most of the Sunday Workshops are 
geared toward writers in the early stages 
of a writing project or who are seeking 
inspiration and new ideas.

WRITING LIFE
Paul Dodgson
Booking code WS01
Do you want to write about your life but don’t 
know where to start? During this workshop we will 
undertake exercises to explore memory and recall 
long ago events. We will seek ways to communicate 
these experiences in compelling prose. Participants 
will look at extracts from a number of published 
memoirs to consider different styles and techniques 
and we will undertake exercises to try out what 
has been learned. We will share work in a mutually 
supportive atmosphere. Come to this workshop and 
start to write the story of your life.

SCRIPTING YOUR STORY
Julian Unthank
Booking code WS02
Do you have an idea for a movie, play or a novel, but 
don’t feel confident with structure? Understanding 
structure is a key skill for any writer, while 
screenwriters, in particular, have to produce material 
of specific length, page count and sometimes 
even word count. To do this they must have a deep 
understanding of screenplay structure BEFORE they 
begin their script. In the first half of this workshop we 
will examine key elements of structure and consider 
different story-generating techniques. After lunch 
you will work these ideas up into Story Beat Sheets 
to use as templates for your own screenplay, script 
or novel.

SHARP OBJECTS & CURIOUS PLACES
Claire Dyer and Shelley Harris
Booking code WS03
Authors Claire Dyer and Shelley Harris have worked 
with inspiring objects and drawn on memories of 
significant places to produce their own work. Join 
them for this friendly and fun workshop where 
they’ll show you how to do the same. Whether 
you’re working in prose, poetry or script, you’ll learn 
techniques for finding inspiration in the everyday 
and explore your own experiences to discover the 
stories and voices that are uniquely yours.

BLOGGING FOR WRITERS - HOW TO STAND 
OUT IN THE BLOGOSPHERE
Emily Benet
Booking code WS04
This workshop examines the characteristics of 
successful blogging and offers practical advice for 
creating content and building an audience. An 
online demonstration using Blogger and Wordpress 
dashboards will give delegates the confidence and 
know-how to set up their own free blog. Those 
with an existing blog will be able to share their 
blogs for group review and there will be time for all 
future bloggers to work on their idea and come up 
with a plan of action. This workshop is suitable for 
beginners, no previous blogging experience needed. 
Laptop useful but not essential.

CHARACTER BUILDING
Lorna Fergusson
Booking code WS05
This inspiring workshop will help you develop vibrant 
fictional characters, whether they have major or 
minor parts to play. However clever your plotting, 
however beautiful your style, your story will not work 
if readers don’t feel they care about your characters 
and what happens to them. We’ll examine how to 
bring characters to convincing life, using a wide 
variety of techniques. We’ll discuss famous literary 
characters and what makes them so memorable. 
We’ll engage in writing exercises to imagine new 
characters both through external aspects and 
through their inner lives.
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WRITING YOUNG FICTION: CREATING 
STORIES THAT 6-9-YEAR-OLD READERS 
WILL LOVE
Ruth Bennett
Booking code WS06
How do you connect with readers in the 6-9 age 
group? This workshop provides the opportunity to 
brainstorm story ideas, examine different writing 
styles and discuss trends in young fiction. We will 
cover the different fiction formats on offer, including 
early readers and series fiction and talk about how 
to make your story stand out from the crowd. 
The session will involve writing exercises, group 
discussions and feedback on your work.

THE LAST FIVE PER CENT
Jasper Fforde
Booking code WS07
95 per cent of writing can be taught, but the last 
5 per cent - the charm, the sparkle, the ineffable 
something that raises a book to a thing of joy is a 
dark art, part intuitive, part natural, part inspiration, 
part raw humour and sly observation. Jasper helps 
you find out where it lurks in yourself. If you’re 
the sort of person who calls cutlery ‘spanners’ and 
loose change ‘shrapnel’, or have a dog called Giles 
Horseferry for no adequately explained reason, you 
might have a toe in the last 5 per cent. Participants 
will be required to tell an odd joke that really appeals 
to them, explain what something special means to 
them, and which smells they would take with them 
to a desert island.

HOW TO BOOK FOR THE FESTIVAL

To book, please go to www.writersfestival.
co.uk and click on the link for Festival 
Registration. You will be directed to the 
online booking and payment system. If you 
wish to pay by cheque, please download a 
registration form from our website and mail 
the completed form with your cheque to the 
address provided. Please apply early to secure a 
place. One-to-One appointments fill quickly.

FOR THE LOVE OF STORY
Sarah Mussi
Booking code WS08
Have you got a great idea for a middle grade or 
young adult novel you’d like to work on? Yes? 
Then this workshop will take you on a journey 
through the valleys of plot and character and over 
the mountains of submissions on the pathway to 
publication. Together we will chart the road and 
arrive with individual feedback, a strategic plan 
for your project and a firm grasp of plot, character, 
dialogue and scenes. Bring your ideas, a synopsis, the 
opening section of your project – and of course your 
imagination and love of story!

NOVEL WRITING: PLANNING FOR SUCCESS
Simon Hall
Booking code WS09
Simon will help you develop your idea into a 
successful novel through detailed planning, plotting 
and researching; attract a publisher’s interest 
from the title and opening words, along with the 
importance of hooks, surprises and twists; forge vivid 
and living characters by delving into the hidden 
depths of an imaginary person; create convincing 
settings using the input of senses which can often 
be overlooked and give your work a distinctive angle 
and appeal.

Finally, we’ll investigate what are, perhaps, the most 
important secrets to becoming a successful author.
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FESTIVAL SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES 
AND ONE-TO-ONE AVAILABILITY

Writers with partial or completed 
manuscripts may book one-to-one 
appointments with specialists offering 
constructive criticism on work-in-progress, 
discussion of publishing/marketing 
possibilities and advice on writing 
difficulties. Two 15-minute appointments 
per Friday attendee and two per Saturday 
attendee.

JULIET ANNAN
Publishing Director, Fig Tree, an 
imprint of Penguin Books
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a first chapter.

Juliet Annan is Publishing Director of Fig Tree, an 
imprint of Penguin Books publishing fiction and 
non-fiction by authors including Zoe Heller, Penelope 
Lively, India Knight and others. www.penguin.co.uk

LINDSAY ASHFORD
Author
A former BBC journalist, Lindsay Ashford 
is the author of two historical novels 
and five contemporary crime novels 
featuring forensic psychologist Megan 

Rhys. In 2014 her historical mystery, The Mysterious 
Death of Miss Austen, was dramatized for BBC Radio 4 
and TV rights for this book have also been optioned. 
Her most recent novel, The Colour of Secrets, was 
published in the USA by Amazon’s Lake Union 
imprint in May 2015. Lindsay has also edited several 
short story collections and in 2009 she founded the 
Jane Austen Short Story Award.

BECKY BAGNELL
Literary Agent, Lindsay Literary 
Agency
Friday and Saturday One-to-One 
Appointments
Please submit a covering letter, a one-

page synopsis and the first 1500 words.

Becky set up the Lindsay Literary Agency in 2008 
having worked as a commissioning editor for 

Macmillan. The agency represents a range of authors 
including Sam Gayton, Ruth Hatfield and Pamela 
Butchart (whom Becky met at the 2011 Winchester 
Writers’ Festival). Becky has a particular interest in 
debut authors and discovering new writing talent in 
children’s, young adult and literary fiction. 
www.lindsayliteraryagency.co.uk

NICOLA BARR
Literary Agent, Greene & Heaton
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, synopsis 
and first chapter.

Nicola has been an agent at Greene & Heaton for 
four years and represents a wide range of genres. In 
fiction she tends to concentrate on literary, upmarket 
commercial woman’s fiction, YA and crime, but loves 
to read widely and beyond all these genres. She is a 
regular tutor at the Faber Academy and has worked 
as a book reviewer for The Guardian and the Observer.  
www.greeneheaton.co.uk.

LORELLA BELLI
Literary Agent, Lorella Belli 
Literary Agency (LBLA)
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Delegates can ask any publishing-
related question to which they would 

like an answer on the day. If submitting their work 
in advance, send cover letter, initial 2 chapters, 
one-page synopsis for fiction, or cover letter, full 
proposal, chapter outline, plus one sample chapter 
for non-fiction.

Each person who attends Lorella Belli’s talk or her 
One-to-One appointments will be given a card 
to be completed and returned to the Information 
Desk, The Stripe. The winning card, to be drawn at 
the Festival Dinner, will give the lucky writer the 
opportunity to meet Lorella for an Editorial Breakfast 
at the Electric Brasserie, 191 Portobello Road, Notting 
Hill, London.

Lorella set up LBLA in London’s Notting Hill in 2002. 
She represents bestselling, award-winning, self-
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published and debut authors worldwide (fiction, 
non-fiction and YA; both commercial and literary). 
The agency also handles UK rights on behalf of US 
and foreign literary agencies, and thanks to its wide 
international reach, translation rights on behalf of 
publishers, authors and other literary agencies. No 
children’s, SF, short stories, fantasy, but keen to see 
more historical, upmarket fiction, psychological 
thrillers and crime - and in general books which have 
international potential. www.lorellabelliagency.com

EMILY BENET
Author and blogger
Emily is a writer and social media 
enthusiast. Her first book Shop Girl 
Diaries began as a weekly blog, and 
was commissioned as a book and a 

short film. Her second novel, The Temp, began as a 
serialised novel on the online platform Wattpad. It 
racked up a million hits online and led to a two-book 
deal with Harper Collins. Emily has written on the 
benefits of using social media for several publications 
including Publishing Talk, Writers & Artists, Blogging for 
Writers and Mslexia.

LINDA BENNETT
Director and editor, Salt Publishing
Friday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit cover letter, synopsis and 
first chapter. A note about the synopsis: 
this should NOT be a chapter-by-

chapter précis of the book. It should not be more 
than 5 pages long, shorter if possible. The first 3-4 
pages should consist of a resume of the plot and 
descriptions of key characters and their motivations, 
along with any other points that make your book 
special. The final page should consist of a series of 
bullet points that state clearly what type of reader 
the book is aimed at, why you want to be published 
by Salt, and what you think its key selling features 
will be.

Linda has worked in bookselling and publishing 
since 1978 and has been a director of Salt Publishing 
since 2004. She also writes crime fiction under 
the pseudonym Christina James. She has been 
a Salt editor for 4 years and is deeply involved in 
encouraging and promoting all the authors on Salt’s 
list. She runs writers’ workshops and is a frequent 
speaker at literary events and festivals. 
www.saltpublishing.com

RUTH BENNETT
Senior Commissioning Editor, 
Stripes Publishing
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, single-
page synopsis and first chapter. Fiction 

for 6+ readers only.

Ruth is Senior Editor for Stripes, fiction imprint of 
Little Tiger Group. Stripes specialise in bright and 
appealing books for young readers aged 5 to teen, 
from Holly Webb’s best-selling animal stories to 
delicious teen romance from Katy Cannon, and 
plenty in-between. Ruth is always looking for new 
talent for the Stripes list, and is particularly interested 
in commissioning highly original and commercial 
fiction for middle-grade readers.  
www.littletiger.co.uk/stripes-publishing.

BEVERLEY BIRCH
Children’s author and editor
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Editorial feedback on writing for 8+ 
to teenage readership. Send a short 
synopsis and/or sample writing - 2000 

words maximum of writing. Novels only - no picture 
book texts.

Beverley is an author and editor. She writes 
picture books, novels, biographies, retellings of 
classics, narrative non-fiction, and collaborations 
with photographer Nick Birch. She has been 
nominated for the Carnegie Medal and shortlisted 
for awards here and abroad. As an editor, she was 
shortlisted three times for the Branford Boase 
Award for nurturing new talent. Until early 2013 she 
commissioned fiction at Hodder Children’s Books. 
She now acts as a consultant editor for publishers, 
and teaches and mentors new writers in Imogen 
Cooper’s Golden Egg Academy.  
www.goldeneggacademy.co.uk
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ANNA BOATMAN
Senior Commissioning Editor, 
Little, Brown
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, synopsis 
and first chapter.

Looking for romance: paranormal and historical; 
sagas; contemporary chick-lit, commercial women’s 
fiction; New Adult (sexy contemporary fiction about 
university-aged people) and anything that feels 
Bollywood! Anna has been Senior Editor for Piatkus 
Fiction at Little, Brown for almost two years, after 
working as an editor at Harlequin/Mills & Boon for 
five years. www.littlebrown.co.uk

LIZ BONSOR
Literary Agent, The Blair 
Partnership
Friday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, synopsis 
and first chapter.

Liz joined The Blair Partnership in 2011 and became a 
literary agent in 2014. She represents a wide range of 
talented authors across non-fiction, women’s fiction 
and writing for children and works with authors 
editorially on their manuscripts to prepare them for 
submission to publishers. www.theblairpartnership.com

JESSIE BOTTERILL
Literary Agent, Janklow & Nesbit 
(UK)
Friday and Saturday One-to-One 
Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, synopsis 

and first chapter.

Jessie joined Janklow & Nesbit in 2010. On the fiction 
side she’s looking for standout voices and original 
storytelling; novels that ask difficult questions and 
explore the answers to those questions in a unique 
and imaginative way. The books she loves have 
clever plots, ingenious hooks and always, always, 
a compelling protagonist with an unforgettable 
voice. For non-fiction she’s looking for exceptional 
personalities with a clear message; from chefs, 
bloggers, campaigners and athletes, to journalists 
and those who have been to extremes and back 
again. www.janklowandnesbit.co.uk

PAUL BRYERS
Author and docudramatist
Paul has produced, written and 
directed many historical dramas and 
docudramas for the BBC and Channel 
4 in the UK and PBS, Discovery and The 

Learning Channel in the USA, several of which have 
won major awards. Writing as Seth Hunter, he is the 
author of a series of historical novels for Headline 
Review and is currently writing an epic of the 
American Civil War - based in Liverpool.

CAROLE BURNS
Author and lecturer
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a one-page query letter 
to an agent or editor pitching a book 
or short story, or up to 1500 words of 

fiction or non-fiction.

Carole’s collection, The Missing Woman, published in 
2015 by Parthian, includes stories shortlisted for the 
Bridport Prize and appearing in Ploughshares and 
Puerto del Sol. Her book Off the Page: Writers Talk About 
Beginnings, Endings, and Everything in Between was 
based on interviews with 43 writers including Colm 
Tóibín, Tobias Wolff and Andrew Levy. She heads 
Creative Writing at the University of Southampton 
and writes book reviews and author interviews for 
The Washington Post.

AMBER CARAVÉO
Literary Agent, Skylark Literary 
Agency
Friday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, synopsis 
and first three chapters.

Amber is co-founder of Skylark Literary – a specialist 
Children’s and YA literary agency and creative 
consultancy. Previously, she was Editorial Director 
at Orion Children’s Books for nearly five years, 
joining Orion from Random House. Prior to that she 
developed children’s fiction for Working Partners, 
including series such as Rainbow Magic. She has an 
MA in Children’s Literature and has been privileged to 
work with a host of bestselling and award-winning 
authors, including Holly Black and Caroline Lawrence. 
www.skylark-literary.com
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LUCY CHRISTOPHER
Author
Lucy Christopher is the bestselling YA 
author of Stolen, Flyaway and The Killing 
Woods. She works as Senior Lecturer in 
Creative Writing at Bath Spa University, 

where she has a PhD in Creative Writing. Lucy’s books 
have won many international awards including the 
Branford Boase, Printz Honor, and Gold Inky. They 
have been shortlisted for the Costa Prize, Waterstones 
prize and Australian Prime Minister’s Literary Awards. 
Lucy has co-written the screen adaptation of Stolen, 
and is writing her fourth novel.

JULIA CHURCHILL
Literary Agent, A.M. Heath
Friday and Saturday One-to-One 
Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, synopsis 
and first five pages (double spaced).

Julia joined A.M.Heath in 2013 as Children’s Agent, 
after four years building up the UK side of the 
Greenhouse Literary Agency and, before that, six 
years at the Darley Anderson Agency where she 
started the children’s book side of the list. She is 
always on the hunt for new writing talent and 
considers the slushpile to be the greatest place 
on earth. She’s looking for debut and established 
authors with storytelling magic, from picture book 
texts right up to YA fiction. www.amheath.com

ANNE CLARK
Literary Agent, Anne Clark Literary 
Agency
Friday One-to-One appointments
Please submit a cover letter, synopsis 
and first twenty pages (rounded up to 

the end of a chapter).

Anne worked in children’s publishing for over twenty 
years, as a commissioning editor at Piccadilly Press 
and Hodder Children’s Books, before launching the 
Anne Clark Literary Agency in late 2012. Anne is 
looking for top quality picture books and fiction for 
children and teenagers. Whatever the genre, she is 
hoping for stories she can’t put down, characters she 
can’t forget, and a distinctive and confident voice. 
www.anneclarkliteraryagency.co.uk

GEMMA COOPER
Literary Agent, Bent Agency
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, brief 
synopsis and first chapter.

Gemma joined the Bent Agency in 2012 having 
previously worked for literary agencies in London 
and New York. She represents authors who write for 
all ages of children – from picture books to young 
adult, fiction and non-fiction. Working with a global 
agency, Gemma represents authors from all over 
the world, although she does love to champion UK 
talent. www.thebentagency.com

IMOGEN COOPER
Senior Editor, Chicken House and 
Director – Golden Egg Academy
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a synopsis or plot outline 
including the end of the novel, plus the 

first chapter.

Imogen is scouting for Chicken House and passing 
the texts on with recommendation, though she no 
longer acquires for them. Chicken House is currently 
looking for outstanding and original novels of any 
kind. She is also looking for writers suitable for 
Golden Egg Academy support.

At the Golden Egg Academy, Imogen leads a team 
of highly experienced editors and together they 
provide structural editing, inspiration, a supportive 
writers’ community, industry-led direction and 
networking opportunities for talented writers for 
children. Imogen was previously Head of Fiction for 
Chicken House Publishing. In 2010 she received the 
only award for editors in this country, the Branford 
Boase Award. www.goldeneggacademy.co.uk

ELLA DIAMOND KAHN
Diamond Kahn & Woods Literary 
Agency
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, one-page 
synopsis and first chapter (1500 words).

Ella is the co-founder of DKW Literary Agency, 
launched in 2012 with Bryony Woods. She represents 
children’s and adult fiction in most major genres. 
Ella has an MA Publishing from UCL and worked 
at Andrew Nurnberg Associates for three years 
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prior to setting up DKW. She spent three years on 
the committee of the Society of Young Publishers, 
including one year as Chair. She was selected as one 
of The Bookseller’s Rising Stars of 2013.  
www.dkwlitagency.co.uk

ADRIENNE DINES
Author
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit up to 1,000 words and a 
cover letter outlining your concerns.

Adrienne is an author, creative writing tutor and 
speaker. A regular speaker at the Winchester Writers’ 
Festival, she runs workshops for new/experienced 
writers with CreativeWritingMatters and various 
organisations in the UK and Ireland. She is currently 
a speaker for the College of Preachers and Catholic 
Association of Preachers on Image and Imagination 
and the Art of Storytelling. On quiet days, she writes 
her novels.

PAUL DODGSON
Author
Paul is a writer, lyricist, composer, radio 
producer and teacher who has written 
theatre and radio plays, musicals and 
screenplays. Among the many plays 

written for BBC Radio 4 are two memoir pieces, Home 
and You Drive Me Crazy. Paul has taught creative 
writing at several UK universities including Exeter 
and Falmouth and has taught life-writing workshops 
across the UK, Europe and Canada.

BROO DOHERTY
Literary agent, DHH Literary 
Agency
Friday and Saturday One-to-One 
appointments
Please submit a covering letter, synopsis 

and the first three chapters.

Broo is an agent with DHH Literary Agency, having 
worked as an editor in various publishing houses 
before jumping ship and becoming an agent about 
ten years ago. Her fiction tastes are eclectic and 
wide-ranging, from literary right through to women’s 
commercial fiction and crime, and on the non-
fiction side she is looking for strong narratives with a 
fascinating issue at their core. 
www.dhhliteraryagency.com

IAN DRURY
Literary Agent, Sheil Land 
Associates
Friday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, synopsis, 
first chapter and explain in one 

sentence why someone would buy your book.

Ian has been a literary agent at Sheil Land 
Associates for eight years. Before that he worked 
in the magazine business and spent ten years as 
commissioning editor, later publisher at Collins 
then at Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Since he is also the 
author of a number of history books he has seen this 
business from all sides. Clients include bestselling 
fantasy novelist Mark Lawrence, and the historical 
novelists Angus Donald and Robert Fabbri. 
www.sheilland.com

CLAIRE DYER
Author
Claire’s poetry collection, Eleven Rooms, 
is published by Two Rivers Press. Her 
novels The Moment and The Perfect Affair 
and her short story, ‘Falling for Gatsby’, 

are published by Quercus. She has an MA in Creative 
Writing from Royal Holloway, University of London.

LIZZIE ENFIELD
Author and journalist
Lizzie Enfield combines novel writing 
with work as a freelance journalist, 
contributing to various national 
newspapers and magazines. She also 

teaches journalism and creative writing. Her latest 
novel, Living With It (Myriad Editions 2014) was 
a Mail on Sunday Book of the Week and featured 
on Woman’s Hour. Lizzie has written two previous 
novels, Uncoupled and What You Don’t Know and her 
short stories have been broadcast on Radio 4 and 
published in magazines including Woman’s Own and 
the Sunday Express.
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SEBASTIAN FAULKS
Author, Keynote Speaker
Sebastian Faulks is the award-
winning and best-selling author of 
novels including Birdsong, Charlotte 
Gray, Human Traces and A Possible 

Life. Other books include Jeeves and the Wedding 
Bells; the Ian Fleming centenary novel, Devil May 
Care and a wickedly funny collection of pastiche 
pieces, appropriately titled Pistache, inspired by his 
appearances on the light-hearted Radio Four literary 
quiz show The Write Stuff. In 2011 he presented the 
BBC Two television series Faulks on Fiction and wrote 
the accompanying book of the same name, and 
most recently co-edited a non-fiction anthology of 
writing on the First World War, A Broken World, with 
Dr Hope Wolf.

LORNA FERGUSSON
Author and literary consultant, 
Fictionfire Literary Consultancy
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please send no more than ten double-
spaced pages which can include a 

synopsis and/or covering-letter.

Lorna runs Fictionfire Literary Consultancy, offering 
workshops, retreats, mentoring, manuscript appraisal 
and editing. She has taught at Fictionfire since 
2000 and for Oxford University’s various writing 
programmes since 2002. In 2013 she republished 
The Chase, originally published by Bloomsbury, 
and contributed to Studying Creative Writing. Last 
year she won Words with Jam magazine’s First Page 
Competition with the opening of the historical novel 
she is working on, and also won the Historical Novel 
Society’s London 2014 Short Story Competition. 
www.fictionfire.co.uk

JASPER FFORDE
Author
Jasper is a British author who writes 
in a variety of genres, often at the 
same time. Entirely self-taught, he 
spent thirteen years and six novels in 

self-imposed training before debuting on the NYT 
bestseller lists with The Eyre Affair in 2001. Since then 
he has written another thirteen books and counts his 
sales in millions. He currently lives in Wales and has 
recently completed a series for children.  
www.jasperfforde.com

KATE FIRTH
Voice coach and poet
As a voice coach, poet and performer 
with an absolute passion for a finely 
turned phrase, Kate is keen to help 
writers and poets breathe life into their 

readings, lift the text off the page and embody their 
own work. Kate has a background in theatre, voice, 
psychology and applied linguistics and for more 
than 18 years has coached individuals and groups in 
a variety of professional environments from theatre, 
film, public and corporate sectors and politics. She 
was an advisor on the Academy Award-winning film 
The King’s Speech. www.katefirth.co.uk

JO FLETCHER
Publisher, Jo Fletcher Books
Friday One-to-One Appointments
Please send cover letter, synopsis, first 
chapter and explain in one sentence 
why someone would buy your book.

Jo is the founder and publisher of Jo Fletcher Books, 
a specialist fantasy, science fiction and horror list. 
She’s also a poet, writer and ghost-writer, following 
her earlier careers as a film and book critic and a Fleet 
Street journalist. She’s won awards for her writing 
and her services to the F/SF/H genre. She helped 
launch independent publishing company Headline, 
running the genre list; she later worked for Mandarin, 
Pan and Penguin before moving to Gollancz, where 
she ran the SF/F/H imprint until 2011. Jo Fletcher 
Books started with Quercus, now part of the 
Hachette stable. www.jofletcherbooks.com

CLAIRE FULLER
Author
Claire Fuller’s debut novel, Our Endless 
Numbered Days, is published by Fig 
Tree, an imprint of Penguin. Her short 
story, ‘Baker, Emily and Me’, was a 

winner in the BBC Opening Lines competition and 
was broadcast on Radio 4 in 2014. Her first degree 
is in sculpture and she recently completed an MA 
in Creative and Critical Writing at the University 
of Winchester. Claire lives in Winchester with her 
husband and two children.
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SARA GRANT
Author
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, synopsis 
and first 4,000 words of your novel.

Sara writes and edits fiction for children and teens. 
Her YA novel Dark Parties won the SCBWI Crystal Kite 
Award for Europe. She also writes Magic Trix, a funny 
magical series for young readers. As a freelance editor 
of series fiction, she has worked on thirteen different 
series and edited nearly 100 books. She has given 
writing workshops in the US, UK and Europe. She 
earned a master’s degree in creative and life writing 
at Goldsmiths College, University of London.

SIMON HALL
Author
Simon is an author of crime fiction, 
with seven books published and 
another one in commission. He’s also 
a BBC Television and Radio Crime 

Correspondent. Simon has become popular as a 
teacher of writing, with invitations to talk to author 
groups and writers’ schools across Britain and Europe. 
His tvdetective books feature a television reporter 
who covers some extraordinary cases and becomes 
so involved in the investigations that he helps the 
police to solve them.

SHELLEY HARRIS
Author
Shelley is the author of Jubilee 
(shortlisted for the Commonwealth 
Book Prize, a Radio 4 Book at Bedtime 
and a Richard and Judy Summer Book 

Club selection) and the recently-published Vigilante. 
A former teacher, she has delivered creative writing 
workshops at writers’ festivals and the London 
Writers’ Café.

DAVID HEADLEY
Literary Agent,  
DHH Literary Agency
Friday and Saturday One-to-One 
Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, synopsis 

and first three chapters.

David studied theology in London and Durham 
before co-founding and becoming the Managing 
Director of Goldsboro Books, a much admired 

independent bookseller, based in central London. 
He has gained a reputation for championing debut 
authors and is influential in selling large quantities of 
hardback fiction in the UK. David founded the D H H 
Literary Agency in 2008 and represents an eclectic 
range of best-selling and award-winning authors, 
including novelists, historians, short-story writers and 
children’s authors. www.dhhliteraryagency.com

BEKKI HILL
Writing and creativity coach,  
The Write Coach
Bekki is a writing and creativity coach 
and the author of Coach Yourself to 
Writing Success and NLP for Writers. 

She has also published short stories and features 
in popular magazines and for eight years wrote a 
column for Mslexia. Bekki currently runs retreats that 
assist writers to increase creativity, boost motivation 
and overcome blocks. She also delivers workshops 
based on her experience as a coach and a writer. 
www.thecreativitycauldron.co.uk

BRIDGET HOLDING
Writing tutor
Bridget is a former screenwriter, and 
UKCP registered psychotherapist. She 
has been a tutor of creative writing for 
the Lifelong Learning Department of 

The University of Exeter since 2008. Her previous role 
was as associate lecturer for The Open University. She 
founded ‘Wild Words’ and ‘The Society of Writers-
In-The-Wild’ in 2011. Informed by evolutionary 
psychology, the natural sciences and body-based 
psychotherapy, she specialises in helping writers to 
re-connect with their instinctual writer, and move 
from block to creative flow in their work.

BEN ILLIS
Literary Agent, The BIA  
(Ben Illis Agency)
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please send a cover letter, half page 
synopsis and first chapter.

Ben runs the kids and YA specialist literary agency 
The BIA and is a regular speaker both at the 
Winchester Writers’ Festival and a workshop leader 
at The Golden Egg Academy. He was also marketing 
director of a small independent publisher prior to 
becoming a literary agent. www.the-bia.com
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HANNA NINA JAMESON
Author
Hanna drafted her first novel Something 
You Are when she was just seventeen, 
and by twenty-one, when it was 
published, she had written two sequels. 

In 2013 she was shortlisted for the Crime Writers’ 
Association John Creasy Dagger Award for debut crime 
novel of the year. Hanna has been described by Q 
Magazine as writing ‘like an angel on speed’.

CARRIE KANIA
Literary Agent, Conville & Walsh
Friday and Saturday One-to-One 
Appointments
Please send a cover letter, including 
biographical details and first chapter. No 

synopsis needed. General fiction, including short stories, 
and any subjects in non-fiction. No sci-fi or children’s.

Before packing her bags to search for ‘Brideshead’, 
Carrie worked in US publishing for 15 years at 
Random House and HarperCollins. She was the SVP 
Publisher of Harper Perennial and co-founded It 
Books, an imprint dedicated to pop-culture, fashion, 
film, music and celebrity. Carrie is the co-founder of 
the independent bookstore/cocktail bar The Society 
Club in Soho, London and now works as an agent at 
Conville & Walsh where she represents writers and 
photographers. www.convilleandwalsh.com

NINA LAZARSKI
Illustrator
Nina Lazarski is a freelance illustrator 
based in the New Forest. She has worked 
on many projects including commissions 
for educational resources, music projects 

and most recently book illustrations for Ali Sparkes and 
her book The Man in the Water. Her work is created 
using pens, coloured pencils, inks and paints.  
www.nina-lazarski-illustrations.co.uk

ANNA MCKERROW
Author
Anna is a client of the Ben Illis Agency 
(The BIA) and her debut novel Crow 
Moon was published by Quercus in 
March 2015. By day, Anna works at 

Booktrust, running events for authors and schools, 
and also works freelance, helping children’s authors 
devise successful events around their books.

MADELEINE MILBURN
Madeleine Milburn Literary, TV & 
Film Agency
Madeleine represents a wide range of 
bestselling authors writing literary and 
popular fiction including crime and 

thrillers, psychological suspense, women’s fiction, 
comedy, romance, high-concept, children’s, Young 
Adult and crossover fiction. She represents authors 
based all around the world and has a reputation 
for growing writing careers internationally. She is 
proactively seeking upmarket adult and YA fiction 
that has a strong talking point and is suitable 
for book club discussion; crime and thrillers and 
commercial fiction that combine fresh voices with 
memorable characters. www.mmla.co.uk

JOANNA MOULT
Literary Agent, Skylark Literary 
Agency
Friday and Saturday One-to-One 
Appointments
Please send cover letter, synopsis and 

first three chapters.

Joanna is co-founder of Skylark Literary, a specialist 
children’s and YA literary agency and creative 
consultancy. She was Editorial Director for children’s 
fiction at Mulcahy Conway Associates and before 
that, Senior Commissioning Editor at Simon & 
Schuster Children’s Books. There she edited Sophie 
McKenzie’s award-winning debut novel Girl, Missing. 
Previous to that she was an editor at Hodder 
Children’s Books.  www.skylark-literary.com

SARAH MUSSI
Children’s Author
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a covering letter (stuff about 
you and the age range you are writing for) 
a one page story concept or synopsis and 

the first chapter or section of your opening.

Sarah’s latest YA thrillers are Breakdown and Riot. 
Her thriller Siege was nominated for the CILIP Medal 
(2014), shortlisted for many regional awards and won 
the BBUKYA award for contemporary fiction. Sarah 
also wrote Angel Dust, the lead title on Hot Key Books’ 
launch list. Her novel The Door of No Return won 
the Glen Dimplex Children’s Book Award and was 
shortlisted for the Branford Boase.  
www.sarahmussi.com
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POLLY NOLAN
Literary Agent – Greenhouse 
Literary Agency
Friday and Saturday One-to-One 
Appointments
Please submit a synopsis (one page 

maximum) and first chapter. Everything should be 
double-spaced.

Polly is the UK agent for the Greenhouse Literary 
Agency. She has worked in children’s books for 
all of her adult life and has commissioned for the 
children’s fiction lists at Orion, OUP, Scholastic (as 
Editorial Director) and, most recently, at Macmillan 
Children’s Books (as Publishing Director). She has 
worked with a wide range of authors writing across 
genres and age groups. Polly is looking for stirring, 
original fiction – the books that will become the 
bestsellers of now and the classics of the future. 
www.greenhouseliterary.com

SARA O’CONNOR
Fiction Digital Director, Hot Key 
Books and Piccadilly Press
Sara is Fiction Digital Director for 
Hot Key Books and Piccadilly Press, 
publishers of fiction for young readers, 

part of the Bonnier Publishing family. She sets the 
digital strategy, works with the marketing team and 
acquires her own titles. She focuses on generating 
conversations that drive sales with projects such as 
Hot Key’s online communities, their Young Writers 
Prize with Wattpad, their website, and innovations 
like the Maggot Moon dyslexia interactive book and 
the live writing website www.thestoryadventure.
com. www.hotkeybooks.com

HELLIE OGDEN
Literary Agent, Janklow & Nesbit 
(UK)
Friday and Saturday One-to-One 
Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, synopsis 

and first chapter.

Hellie is looking for series crime, psychological 
thrillers, commercial women’s fiction, young adult 
and children’s debuts and accessible, charming 
literary fiction. She enjoys novels with exotic settings, 
bold twists and enticing protagonists. In non-fiction 
she is looking for unique personal stories and work 

that has a large social following with cross-media 
potential. She represents cook books from aspiring 
foodies as well as popular culture projects, helping 
to build her clients’ profiles across different platforms. 
Hellie featured in The Bookseller Rising Stars list 2013 
and was shortlisted for the Kim Scott Walwyn Prize in 
2014. www.janklowandnesbit.co.uk

MO O’HARA
Children’s Author
Mo has visited hundreds of schools, 
libraries and festivals in the UK, Ireland 
and the USA. Originally from America, 
Mo O’Hara has performed as an actress, 

comedy performer, children’s storyteller and serving 
wench at the Tower of London. She is now the author 
of the My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish series, published by 
Macmillan in the UK, USA and Germany. There are 
five books out, including the latest: My Big Fat Zombie 
Goldfish - Live and Let Swim. www.moohara.co.uk

ALYSOUN OWEN
Editor, Bloomsbury Publishers Plc
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please send a proposal, up to 200-word 
pitch and up to first three chapters.

Alysoun is the Editor of the Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook 
and the Children’s Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook, the best-
selling guides to getting published. She has worked in 
publishing for over 20 years and regularly shares her 
wealth of experience of working with authors and of 
publishing books in print and electronically at literary 
events and festivals. www.bloomsbury.com/uk

SCOTT PACK
Publisher
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please send a short pitch about your 
book and the opening 500 words.

Scott has been a bookseller (he was Head of Buying 
for Waterstones), a publisher (at The Friday Project), 
an author (three books so far), book industry 
columnist (he wrote a regular column in The 
Bookseller for the best part of a decade) and manager 
of an online writing community (the HarperCollins 
website Authonomy). He left HarperCollins at the 
end of 2014 to start a new independent publishing 
venture. He’s on the lookout for exciting and unusual 
new fiction and non-fiction.
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ANNA POWER
Literary Agent, Johnson & Alcock
Friday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a synopsis and the first 
30 pages, double-spaced.

Anna is a literary agent and Director at Johnson 
& Alcock, with a particular interest in literary and 
historical fiction as well as psychological suspense. 
She looks for strong characterisation, and is drawn to 
interesting settings. She is also growing her children’s 
list (middle grade and YA). In terms of non-fiction 
she’s open to proposals for striking and beautifully 
written memoirs.  
www.johnsonandalcock.co.uk

JASMINE RICHARDS
Commissioning Editor, Oxford 
University Press
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a one page cover letter, 
one page synopsis and first 2000 words.

Jasmine is the Senior Commissioning Editor for 
children’s fiction at Oxford University Press. When 
Jasmine is not editing, she’s writing books for 
children. Her debut novel, The Book of Wonders, is a 
fantastical, action-packed response to the mythology 
of The Arabian Nights. Jasmine has also written a 
thriller called Oliver Twisted. In addition, she runs Book 
Bound with three other editors who offer intensive 
writing courses and advice about getting published. 
www.oxfordchildrens.co.uk

JENNY SAVILL
Literary Agent, Andrew Nurnberg 
Associates Ltd
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please send cover letter, synopsis and 
first chapter.

Jenny is senior literary agent for the UK/US at Andrew 
Nurnberg Associates Ltd where she represents an 
award-winning list of authors of fiction and non-
fiction. In addition to children’s authors, Jenny is 
also keen to find new voices in women’s literary and 
commercial fiction, historical fiction and narrative non-
fiction. 2015 will see debuts by two new fiction writers 
discovered by Jenny: Deborah Install (Transworld) and 
Natasha Pulley (Bloomsbury). She is on the look-out 
for compelling, authentic voices, strong plots and 
magnificent storytelling. www.andrewnurnberg.com

ROB MAGNUSON SMITH
Author
Rob Magnuson Smith is a novelist, short 
story writer and investigative journalist. 
His debut novel The Gravedigger (winner 
of the Pirate’s Alley William Faulkner 

Award) will be followed by Scorper (Granta) in 2015. 
His short fiction has most recently appeared in 
The Guardian, The Literarian, The Istanbul Review, The 
Greensboro Review, Notes from the Underground and 
Fiction International. A contributing editor at Playboy 
and a dual citizen of the US and the UK, Rob teaches 
English and Creative Writing at Exeter University’s 
Cornwall campus.

ALI SPARKES
Author
Following an early career as a cabaret 
singer and occasional assistant to 
a juggling unicyclist, Ali went into 
journalism in local newspapers, 

followed by a stint in BBC local radio before writing 
comedy for BBC Radio 4 while launching a successful 
regional magazine. She eventually bagged her first 
book deal with Oxford University Press in 2005. She’s 
written more than 40 books since and visits schools 
all over the UK and increasingly, the world, as a 
sought after festival performer.

DR JULIAN STANNARD
Poet
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit up to 40 lines of poetry.

Julian’s collections include Rina’s War, 
The Red Zone, The Parrots of Villa Gruber Discover Lapis 
Lazuli and The Street of Perfect Love; he has also written 
critical studies of Fleur Adcock, Donald Davie, Charles 
Tomlinson and Basil Bunting and co-edited The Palm 
Beach Effect: Reflections on Michael Hofmann. Recent 
work has appeared in The Best Of Poetry London: 
Poetry and Prose 1988-2013 (Carcanet, 2014) and The 
Best British Poetry (Salt, 2014). He was awarded the 
Troubadour Prize in 2010 and he reviews for the TLS, 
Guardian and Poetry Review. He is a Reader in Creative 
Writing at the University of Winchester.
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SALLYANNE SWEENEY
Literary Agent, Mulcahy Associates
Sallyanne studied English at Trinity 
College, Dublin before completing an 
MPhil in American Literature at Queens’ 
College, Cambridge. After graduating 

she joined Watson, Little Ltd, becoming a literary 
agent in 2008 and a director of the company in 2011. 
She joined Mulcahy Associates in August 2013 and 
is building her list of fiction and non-fiction authors 
for children and adults, as well as a small number of 
picture book illustrators. Passionate about working 
with debut authors, her fiction tastes are wide-
ranging, from the literary to the very commercial, but 
she is particularly looking for voice-driven narratives 
with a strong hook. In non-fiction, she is interested in 
memoirs and food writing. www.ma-agency.com

ROMA TEARNE
Author
Roma is a Sri Lankan-born novelist and 
filmmaker living in the UK. She trained 
as a painter and filmmaker at the Ruskin 
School of Fine Art, Oxford and then was 

Leverhulme artist-in-residence at the Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford. Subsequently she was awarded an 
AHRC Fellowship and worked in museums around 
Europe on a project accessing narrative within the 
collections. Roma has been shortlisted for the Costa 
and longlisted for the Orange Prize and Asian Man 
Booker. Her sixth novel will be out in April 2015.

STEPHEN THOMPSON
Author
Stephen is the author of four novels: Toy 
Soldiers, Missing Joe, Meet Me Under The 
Westway and the recently published No 
More Heroes. He has written for a variety 

of publications, including The Observer, The Voice, 
Wasafiri, Five Dials and Arena Magazine, and is the 
editor and publisher of the online literary journal, The 
Colverstone Review. He has lectured in Creative Writing 
at Birkbeck College and the Universities of Edinburgh 
and Winchester.

BARRY TIMMS
Editorial Director, Little Tiger 
Press
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit one full manuscript 
only for feedback on picture books or 

novelty books, plus covering letter.

Barry is Editorial Director of Little Tiger Press, an 
independent publishing house specialising in award-
winning, best-selling picture books and novelty 
books for children. He has previously worked on non-
fiction and young fiction. www.littletigerpress.com

FELICITY TREW
Literary Agent, Caroline Sheldon 
Literary Agency
Friday and Saturday One-to-One 
Appointments
Please send a cover letter, synopsis and 

first three chapters.

Felicity is a literary agent at the Caroline Sheldon 
Literary Agency and is looking to build up a list in 
adult fiction and children’s books. Felicity holds an 
MA in Renaissance literature and is eagerly spotting 
talent to develop for the future.

JULIAN UNTHANK
Screenwriter
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, a one page 
synopsis of the script and the first ten 
pages of the script only.

Scriptwriter Julian Unthank’s screen credits include 
the upcoming feature film Sword of Vengeance, BBC’s 
New Tricks and Robin Hood, ITV’S Doc Martin and The 
Bill and the multi-award winning, Oscar shortlisted 
short film Love at First Sight. Based in southern 
England, Julian graduated from Bournemouth’s 
Institute of Art and regularly guest lectures at 
film and writing festivals and at many regional 
universities and colleges.

JUDY WAITE
Author
Judy is an award-winning author of 
over forty titles ranging from picture 
books for very small people, to 
young-adult and cross-over novels 

for much bigger ones! She is a Senior Lecturer in 
Creative Writing at the University of Winchester and 
specialises in creative workshops for all ages, with 
a focus on immersive and interactive experiences 
within her sessions.
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JANE WENHAM-JONES
Author and journalist
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Send a synopsis, the opening pages of a 
novel, a short-story or any writing issue.

Jane is the author of four novels and three non-
fiction books and, as a freelance journalist and 
short-story writer, has appeared in a wide range of 
magazines and national newspapers. She writes 
regular columns for her local paper, Woman’s Weekly 
and Writing Magazine where she is the agony aunt. 
She is regularly booked as a speaker and tutor, has 
presented for the BBC on both TV and radio and 
interviewed dozens of best-selling authors and 
celebrities. Her latest book, conceived especially with 
writers in mind, is 100 Ways to Fight the Flab - a feel-
good weight loss plan, involving wine and chocolate.

BRYONY WOODS
Literary Agent, Diamond Kahn & 
Woods Literary Agency
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit a cover letter, one-page 
synopsis and first chapter (c. 1500 words).

Bryony is the co-founder of DKW Literary Agency, 
launched in 2012 with Ella Kahn. She represents 
children’s and adult fiction in most major genres. 
Bryony has an MA Publishing from UCL and worked 
at the Caroline Sheldon Literary Agency for three 
years prior to setting up DKW. She previously held 
the post of University Liaison Officer for the Society 
of Young Publishers, and she was selected as one of 
The Bookseller’s Rising Stars of 2013.  
www.dkwlitagency.co.uk

JOHN WORDSWORTH
Literary Agent, Zeno Agency
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
John Wordsworth is an agent at Zeno 
who has previously worked as a 
commissioning editor of everything 

from memoirs and sports biographies to science 
fiction and thrillers. He has a particular interest in 
quality commercial fiction, especially crime and 
thrillers, epic fantasy, horror, and high-concept 
science fiction. Zeno was founded in 2008 and 
represents numerous bestselling and award-winning 
authors. www.zenoagency.com

DEBBIE YOUNG
Alliance of Independent Authors
Saturday One-to-One Appointments
Please submit your author website URL 
or brief author bio if no website.

Commissioning Editor of the Alliance of Independent 
Authors’ Author Advice Centre, Debbie Young is an 
indie author of fiction and non-fiction, including 
Opening Up to Indie Authors and Sell Your Books! 
She also reviews self-published books for various 
magazines and websites, including the Vine Leaves 
Literary Journal, the Historical Novel Society and the 
AIA manuscript appraisal service. Her short story 
collections include Quick Change and Stocking Fillers. 
She lives and works in the Cotswolds.  
www.allianceindependentauthors.org
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FESTIVAL PACKAGES

All packages include lunch and all-day coffee 
and tea, with biscuit and cake breaks.

Full Three-day Weekend £410  
Includes 4 one-to-one appointments

Friday and Saturday £350  
Includes 4 one-to-one appointments

Saturday and Sunday £290 
Includes 2 one-to-one appointments

Friday Day £195  
Includes 2 one-to-one appointments

Saturday Day £205  
Includes 2 one-to-one appointments

Sunday Day £110  
No one-to-ones on Sunday

Accommodation available on campus in 
basic student rooms:

• En Suite £37 per night
• Standard (shared bathroom) £31 per night

HOW TO BOOK FOR THE FESTIVAL

To book, please go to www.writersfestival.
co.uk and click on the link for Festival 
Registration. You will be directed to the 
online booking and payment system. If you 
wish to pay by cheque, please download a 
registration form from our website and mail 
the completed form with your cheque to the 
address provided. Please apply early to secure a 
place. One-to-One appointments fill quickly.

FESTIVAL SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME FOR YOUNG WRITERS AGED 18-25 

AND THE WINCHESTER WRITERS’ FESTIVAL BURSARY

The Festival runs two schemes to assist emerging writers who might otherwise be unable to take advantage 
of all the Festival has to offer. For details of these schemes and how to apply, please visit our website www.
writersfestival.co.uk. The deadline for applications to the Scholarship Scheme is 31st March 2015. For the Bursary 
the deadline is 17th April 2015.

KEY DATES - 2015

March 31  Deadline for Festival Scholarship applications.

April 17  Deadline for Bursary applications.

May 15  Deadline for all Writing Competitions.

May 28   Deadline to submit work for One-to-One appointments. If you book your One-to-One appointment 
after this date, you will need to bring a copy of your submissions with you. Your submission will not 
be previewed by the speaker before your appointment.

June 5  Deadline for refund of Festival fee (less £20 administrative fee). No refunds after this point.

June 12  Deadline for registrations for the Winchester Writers’ Festival.
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WRITING COMPETITIONS

The Winchester Writers’ Festival offers 
diverse opportunities for emerging writers 
via its ten writing competitions. 

Writers do not need to attend the Festival in order to 
enter. The deadline for submissions is 15 May 2015. 
A shortlist of top entries will be posted at the Festival 
at 10:00 on Saturday, 20 June in the Stripe Building 
and shortly afterwards on our website. First, second 
and third place winners are announced at 18:30 on 
the same day.

In addition to their prizes, first place winners will be 
published in the festival anthology: The Best of 2015.

For information on how to enter and for a full 
list of entry conditions and rules please visit the 
Competitions page of our website:  
www.writersfestival.co.uk

1 POETRY

Entrants are invited to submit poems on any subject 
up to a maximum of 40 lines for each entry. Single 
spaced.

1st prize:  £125 and The Echo Poetry Trophy
2nd prize:  £75
3rd prize:  £50
Adjudicator:   Joan McGavin, Hampshire Poet 

2014-2015
Sponsor:  The Southern Daily Echo
 

 

2 WRITING CAN BE MURDER

Entrants are invited to submit the first 500 words of a 
short story or novel with a murder thriller theme.

1st prize:  Books to the value of £60
2nd prize:  Books to the value of £40
3rd prize:  Books to the value of £20
Adjudicator:  Lindsay Ashford, Author
Sponsor:  P&G Wells Ltd., Booksellers

 P&G Wells Ltd.

3 WRITING FOR CHILDREN – 

PICTURE BOOKS

For readers aged 3-6

Entrants are invited to submit a text of no more than 
600 words in prose or verse for children aged 3-6.

1st prize:  Editorial meeting with Little Tiger 
to discuss the winning submission, 
either in their offices in London or 
via telephone (travel not provided)

2nd prize:  Book prizes
3rd prize:  Book prizes
Adjudicators:   Editorial Department, Little Tiger 

Press and Stripes Publishing (Magi)
Sponsor:   Little Tiger Press and Stripes 

Publishing (Magi)
 

 

4 CHILDREN’S FUNNY FICTION

For readers aged 8-12

Entrants are invited to submit the opening chapter or 
section (maximum 1000 words) of a humorous work 
for children and a one-page synopsis of the remainder.

1st prize:   Editorial meeting with Little Tiger 
to discuss the winning submission, 
either in their offices in London or 
via telephone (travel not provided)

2nd prize:   Book prizes
3rd prize:  Book prizes
Adjudicators:   Editorial Department, Little Tiger 

Press and Stripes Publishing (Magi)
Sponsor:   Little Tiger Press and Stripes 

Publishing (Magi)
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5 FLASH FICTION

A flash fiction is a short, short story which does much 
more than its size would suggest. It shows a glimpse 
which implies a larger story, and every word works its 
hardest to bring meaning, plot, character and theme 
alive. In 500 words, send us a flash fiction which will 
intrigue, excite and entertain, and which will linger in 
the mind long after reading.

1st prize:   Telephone consultation with 
Janklow & Nesbit to receive a 
detailed editorial report on the 
winning entry.

2nd prize:  Book prizes
3rd prize:  Book prizes
Adjudicator:  Calum Kerr
Sponsor:  Janklow & Nesbit

 

6 MEMOIR

Entrants are invited to submit a memoir of up to 
2500 words. This may be a self-contained piece, or it 
may be the first chapter of a full-length memoir.

Entrants are reminded that memoir is not the same 
as fact-based autobiography. Memoir emphasises 
story. It is subjective, distinctive and usually focuses 
on a specific theme or series of memories or even 
a single event in order to engage the reader and 
illuminate an aspect of ourselves.

1st prize:  A copy of either the Writers’ & 
Artists’ Yearbook or the Children’s 
Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook plus either 
attendance at one of the Writers’ 
& Artists’ one-day conferences or 
one of our popular ‘How to Hook an 
Agent’ lunches. Full details at www.
writersandartists.co.uk/events

2nd prize:    A copy of either the Writers’ & 
Artists’ Yearbook or the Children’s 
Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook plus £50 
that can be spent on other writing 
advice books selected from: www.
writersandartists.co.uk/store, or our 
editorial services.

3rd prize:   A copy of the Writers’ & Artists’ 
Yearbook and the Children’s Writers’ & 
Artists’ Yearbook

Adjudicator:  Paul Dodgson
Sponsor:  Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook
 

 
The Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook, updated and published 
annually by Bloomsbury, is the perfect guide to all 
aspects of the media and publishing worlds. It gives 
invaluable advice on how to prepare a submission 
and which agents and publishers to approach. 
Essential reading for all writers of journalism, fiction, 
non-fiction, poetry and screen plays.

‘The writers’ bible’, Susan Hill

7 SHORT STORIES

Entrants are invited to submit quality short stories on 
any subject, theme or period (no children’s stories). 
Length 1500 to 3000 words for each entry. Each entry 
must be a complete story. Entries will be judged on 
their originality and excellent story-telling qualities.

1st Prize:    Writing Magazine creative writing 
course (choose one of nine home 
study courses – with a value of 
£150-£180).

2nd Prize:   Writing Magazine reading and 
critique service (choose from 
a synopsis and the first three 
chapters of a novel/three short 
stories OR three pieces of non-
fiction. Maximum 9000 words.)

3rd Prize:   Writing Magazine reading and 
critique service (choose from 
a synopsis and the first three 
chapters of a novel/three short 
stories OR three pieces of non-
fiction. Maximum 9000 words.)

Adjudicator:  The Chandlers Ford Writers
Sponsor:  Writing Magazine
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8 FIRST THREE PAGES OF A NOVEL

Entrants are invited to send the first three pages of 
their novel plus a two page synopsis. Any theme or 
period.

1st prize:   Nancy Smith Memorial Trophy and 
editorial meeting with Little, Brown 
to discuss the winning submission, 
either in their offices in London or 
via telephone (travel not provided)

2nd prize:  Books to the value of £70
3rd prize:  Books to the value of £30
Adjudicator:   Anna Boatman, Little, Brown Book 

Group
Sponsor:  Little, Brown Book Group
 

 

9 YOUNG WRITERS’ POETRY

Summer is our theme this year. Entrants are invited 
to send poems about summer of no more than 30 
lines as follows:

Age group 6-11:   Write about what summer 
means to you.

Age group 12-16:   Write about your experiences 
of summer: travel, staying 
at home, exams or simply 
the feelings, impressions or 
sensory details it evokes.

Each of the categories offers prizes for 1st, 2nd and 
3rd place winners and a framed certificate. Prizes 
will be awarded at an awards tea on 27 June 2015 in 
Winchester.

Adjudicator:     Joan McGavin, Hampshire 
Poet 2015

Sponsors:    Marwell Wildlife, Winchester 
Science Centre, Mid 
Hants Railway-Watercress 
Line, Tesco, PizzaExpress 
Winchester

10 PITCH A TV DRAMA 
COMPETITION

Entrants are invited to submit a proposal for a 
television drama or comedy drama series on a single 
side of A4 in Times New Roman Size 12 font or 
similar. As well as the proposal, the one page should 
also include the Series Title at the top of the page, 
and a One Line Pitch of no more than 25 words 
directly under the Series Title.

All drama or comedy drama genres welcome but 
please note that submissions for sitcoms will NOT be 
considered.

1st prize:   Final Draft 9 script and 
screenwriting software

2nd prize:   Final Draft 9 script and 
screenwriting software

3rd prize:   Final Draft 9 script and 
screenwriting software

Adjudicator:   Julian Unthank, Screenwriter and 
Lecturer

Sponsor:  Final Draft, Inc.

 

 For over 20 years, Final Draft, Inc. has published 
Final Draft® software – the number-one selling 
screenwriting application in the world. Final Draft 
software paginates and formats your script to 
industry standards allowing the story to be the 
writer’s main focus. We also created the Big Break 
Contest - an annual screenwriting contest designed 
to launch careers now in its 15th year. The recently 
launched Final Draft Writer® and Final Draft Reader® 
mobile apps for iPad allow you to write, edit, read 
and annotate FDX files easily anywhere, anytime.
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ABOUT WINCHESTER

Winchester is one of the most beautiful 
cathedral cities in the country. For centuries 
it was the capital of Saxon and Norman 
Kings of England and was the centre of King 
Alfred’s Wessex. 

Its past is preserved in its famous monuments; The 
Great Hall, housing what is traditionally known as 
the Round Table of King Arthur, Winchester College; 
St Cross and its medieval hospital; the city’s West 
Gate and, pre-eminently, the cathedral where the 
famous Winchester illuminated Bible is displayed in 
the Library.

For information on places of interest, 
accommodation or restaurants and pubs, please go 
to www.visitwinchester.co.uk

Festival Director: Judith Heneghan 
The University of Winchester, Winchester, Hampshire, 
SO22 4NR 
Email: Judith.Heneghan@winchester.ac.uk 
Telephone: 01962 827238 
www.writersfestival.co.uk

Events Manager: Sara Okaya Gangai 
Email: Sara.Gangai@winchester.ac.uk 
Telephone: 01962 826367

Directions can be found on our website:  
www.writersfestival.co.uk/contact
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from Becoming a Writer by Dorothea Brande 

women’s 

novel
competition 

2015

1st prize £5,000
The winner and four other finalists will receive manuscript 
feedback from The Literary Consultancy and an invitation 
to a special networking event with literary agents 

Closing date: 21 September 2015

‘...it will be worth your while to walk on 
strange streets...’

www.mslexia.co.uk/novel
0191 204 8860
novel@mslexia.co.uk
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IMPROVE 
YOUR WRITING

Writing Magazine is Britain’s bestselling magazine for 
writers. Aimed at all aspiring and published writers, 

whether you write for pleasure or for profi t, you’ll fi nd 
lots to interest you in Writing Magazine 

Writing Magazine is available in both print and digital formats

MISCELLANY

6 April 2014 - Writing Magazinewww.writers-online.co.uk  

THEWORLD
OFWRITING
Handbags full of snails, words the English language is missing and 

James Bond’s booze habit? It must be the wide world of writing

Figures of Speech Novel writing ideas

‘As creative-writing courses and online fi ction forums swell and it gets 
easier to self-publish, interest in writers’ routines increases,’ said Hannah 
Rosefi eld, writing in New Yorker magazine

‘Anyone who has attended a staged author interview will be 
familiar with questions from the audience like, What time do 
you start writing in the morning? Do you write longhand or 
on a computer? Do you work from a plan or make it up as 
you go along?

‘As the series title “Writers at Work” suggests, the Paris 
Review interviews have always concentrated on this aspect 
of their subjects’ lives, asking as much about writing 
routine and process as about literary form or subject. What 
people really want to know is what it is that the writer does 
that enables her to transform ordinary words – the same ones 
non-writers use all day, every day – into art. Everyone has a book 
in them, the saying goes – not a sculpture or an arabesque. If you, like 
Haruki Murakami, could rise at 4am every day and write for fi ve or six 
hours straight, perhaps you too could write The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle. (On the 
other hand, the knowledge – as revealed in Mason Currey’s recent book, Daily 
Rituals – that Patricia Highsmith loved her pet snails so much that she once went to 
a party with a hundred in her handbag might reassure you that you’d rather be sane 
than a novelist.)’

Insider tips on non-fi ction writing

Tips from top non-fi ction book editors 
about the sort of books they are hoping 
to commission this year were included 
as usual in the annual feature on the 
Andrew Lownie Literary Agency 
(www.andrewlownie.co.uk). Here’s 
what one of them had to say

Mark Booth, publisher, Coronet: 
‘I think that this year editors will be 
looking for all the same things they 
always look for – a cute and very clear 
new concept, writing that fi zzes on 
the page, a startling new voice and 
original use of language, a book that 
gives you pleasure and information 

you can’t get anywhere else... but a 
book that fi ts clearly into a genre that 
has supported recent best sellers. 
However, in addition, their focus will 
be on “discoverability”. Because the 
high street is in such a poor way and 
the range of online promos is so limited, 
publishers’ power to get books in 
front of people is pretty limited at the 
moment, so publicity is key. Publishers’ 
publicity departments are as ever 
overstretched, which means that editors 
will tend to favour projects that already 
have momentum. So if an author is 
already famous, that’s a big help. If an 

author has a wide range of contacts 
in the media, that helps too. If you 
can engage journalists, newspapers, 
radio and TV channels so you are able 
to say they are already interested in 
featuring you and your story, that’s 
good. If you don’t have a substantial 
online presence, develop one before 
submitting your script. Research other 
writers, editors, agents, media outlets 
who share your interests and bond with 
them. Be part of a school of thought or 
taste. To be a commercial proposition, 
it’s no longer enough – if it ever was – 
for a book to be a good book.’

p006_wmagapr14.indd   6 25/02/2014   09:29
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WIN £79,816
in writing prizes
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EVENTS GUIDEPlan your writing year

HOW TO… 
Make the most of your writing course

Handle complex plots 
Avoid vanity publishers

Write comedy

How to be taken seriously as a writer
Create a professional biog, CV and writer pic “Why write like 
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like yourself.”
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Give your writing 

an intensive 
one-week workout
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Covering every aspect of mountaineering and climbing, 

Climb needs image-led, in-depth features on aspirational 

climbs, destinations and personal stories. See p32

Rates are high at digital design and interiors monthly Heart 

Home, which features trends, shopping, reviews,  and 

destinations for the style-conscious. See p5
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BEING PART OF BEING 
A BESTSELLER

Continued on page 2

Subscriber Lucy Brooke appeared on ITV’s 

This Morning after winning her way through to 

the fi nals of the Be A Bestseller competition to 

discover new writing talent.
The contest for unpublished novelists was 

launched by Curtis Brown literary agency and This 

Morning at the beginning of November, with a fi rst 

prize of literary representation and a place on a six-

month Curtis Brown novel-writing course. 
The prize of a course was what enticed Lucy 

to enter. ‘I’d been on Curtis Brown’s mailing list 

because I’d been lusting after the six-month novel course, and I got an 

email about the competition saying that was the prize! And my mum 

said: “You won’t be any worse than any of the others who are entering!”’ 

So, with 3,000 words of a novel, Static, written, she went in for it.

Lucy, a passionate self-taught writer who runs an ironmonger business 

and lives near Hull, thought her chances of hearing anything further 

were remote, and put it to the back of her mind. She was packing to go to 

Grassington in November (‘to write for a week’) when her phone rang. 

‘It was a London number. I was one of the fi ve fi nalists.’

Lucy was fl ung into a whirl of activity in preparation for her 

appearance on TV. ‘I had to cancel Grassington, get fi lm footage at home 

and then I had to go to London!’ 
She took it all in her stride, throwing herself into the experience (‘I 

said, I’m from Hull, I’m never going to do this again!’) and actually 

WM SUBSCRIBER IS AMAZON NO 1 BESTSELLER
TINA JACKSON

BY TINA JACKSON

Writing Magazine subscriber Kathryn Hughes has beaten Gone Girl 

author Gillian Flynn, Patricia Cornwell and Jodi Picoult to the top of 

the Amazon Kindle Bestsellers List.
‘I don’t know how it happened!’ said Kathryn, whose self-

published debut The Letter was No 1 between 25 November and 7 

December. ‘It’s all word of mouth – I’m on my own with no marketing 

beyond the odd tweet.’
Kathryn, who lives in Manchester, had the idea for The Letter in 

2009, and, determined to fulfi l a lifetime ambition to be a writer, 

fi nished it in 2012. ‘I had it edited, sent it out to some agents and I was 

a bit disillusioned by their response as I could see half of them hadn’t 

even been read. But Writing Magazine champions self-publishing 

and in July 2013, I thought, I’m going to do that.’ Kathryn chose 
Troubador to self-publish her book. 

The Letter initially sold some copies, ‘ but a lot 

of Kindle books get lost in the ether and mine 

did, at the start,’ said Kathryn. She decided to 

make it free for fi ve days. ‘And incredibly, about 

10,000 people downloaded it - that was in April 

this year. After that, I dropped the price to 99p.

‘And it grew and grew. When it got in the 

top 100 I as so excited! And by the middle of 

November it reached No 1 in the whole of 

the Kindle Store.’ She was also No 1 in Women’s 

Fiction, Contemporary Women and Women 

Writers and Fiction. 
Kathryn’s total ebook sales up to the end of 

November were 80,000. By 15 December, The Letter 

had spent 72 days in the top 100 and had dropped 

slightly, to No 5 in the Kindle Store bestsellers 

chart, behind Gone Girl and Lynda Bellingham’s 

There’s Something I’ve Been Dying to Tell You. 
The Letter has only ever existed in digital form. 

‘I didn’t want it to be a vanity project. I wanted it 

to be a commercial project,’ she said. 
The Letter is the story of a woman’s attempt to escape from her 

drunken, abusive husband, and the consequences on her life of the 

discovery of an old, sealed letter. Kathryn puts its success down to its 

readability. ‘It’s not literary fi ction; it’s a plot-driven book. When you 

get to the end of a chapter, I’ve tried to get you not want to put it down. 

That’s the most common feedback that I’ve had – that people couldn’t 

put it down. One person even pulled a sickie from work to fi nish it.’

Kathryn has got a couple more books in the pipeline (‘all completely 

different though!’) and the wake of The Letter’s chart-topping success, 

has had interest from mainstream publishers. ‘There is someone sniffi ng 

about, shall we say.’
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Rachel Joyce shares her path 
to publication, from actress, 
through playwright, to novelist, 
with Judith Spelman

‘I  have notebooks everywhere,’ 
declares Rachel Joyce. ‘I am often 
doing several things at once and 
I have a diff erent notebook for 
diff erent things. Then I end up 

losing them! One day I shall treat myself to 
an enormous, sort of Victorian, Dickensian 
notebook!’ We talk during a break Rachel is 
taking from adapting Shirley by Charlotte Brontë 
for the BBC. Rachel is fairly new to writing 
novels, although she has a solid background 
as an actress and a playwright. She was a joint 
winner in 2007 of The Tinniswood Award for 
her BBC Radio 4 play To be a Pilgrim, which 
was dramatised with Anton Rodgers and Anna 
Massey in the lead roles. She adapted this 
subsequently for her fi rst novel, The Unlikely 
Pilgrimage of Harold Fry, which was shortlisted 
for the Commonwealth Book Prize, longlisted 
for the Man Booker Prize and gained her the 
award of Specsavers New Writer of the Year 
from The National Book Awards in 2012.

Rachel has written more than twenty 
original afternoon plays for Radio 4, and made 

Rachel Joyce shares her path 
to publication, from actress, 
through playwright, to novelist, 
with Judith Spelman

‘I
have notebooks everywhere,’ 
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Have you ever 
had anything 
published?
If you’ve written a book or had an article 
published, the Authors’ Licensing & 
Collecting Society (ALCS) could be 
holding money owed to you.

ALCS collects secondary royalties earned from a number of 
sources including the photocopying and scanning of books.

Unlock more information about how you 
could benefit by visiting www.alcs.co.uk
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The University of Winchester has been 
teaching Creative Writing for over 20 years 
and offers a full range of undergraduate and 
postgraduate programmes including:

• BA Creative Writing
• BA Creative and Professional Writing
• MA Creative and Critical Writing
• MA Writing for Children
• PhD
• Doctor of Creative Arts (Creative Writing)

We combine an understanding of 
contemporary writing with a focus on craft 
that allows you to develop your work in the 
context of the publishing world.

The postgraduate MAs allow students to 
experiment within fiction, non-fiction, poetry 
and scriptwriting. The dissertation is a creative 
piece of up to 30,000 words produced with 
full supervisor support; our vibrant speaker 
series includes a range of guest authors, 
editors and literary agents; all students 
participate in weekly writing workshops; all 
lecturers are published writers and experts in 
their field.

Our modern and vibrant campus is situated a 
10 minute walk from the historic and lively city 
of Winchester, which is one hour away from 
London by train. 

Creative Writing
at University of 

Winchester

Contact us and apply 
Email: course.enquiries @winchester.ac.uk

www.winchester.ac.uk/courses
www.writersfestival.co.uk

http://www.winchester.ac.uk/courses
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If your imagination is 
fired up…
If you are motivated to  
improve your writing 
skills…
If you would like to meet other writers, then joining the 
Hampshire Writers’ Society is your next step.

Listen to professional authors, poets and playwrights, 
literary agents, commissioning editors and industry 
specialists.

Our speakers have included authors P.D. James, Beverley 
Birch, Jack Sheffield, Graham Hurley, Andrew Taylor, 

Sarah Mussi, publisher Barry Cunningham, literary agent 
Madeleine Milburn and television and radio personality, 
Susan Marling.

Next we welcome historical fiction author Catherine 
King, David Nobbs, author and comedy writer of many 
well-loved TV shows and Lady Antonia Fraser, author of 
biographies, novels and detective fiction.

Meet fellow writers over a glass of wine at 7:30 pm on the 
second Tuesday of every month, except July and August, 
in The Stripe, University of Winchester.

Disabled access and free parking.

Annual membership £30. All students: free membership

To apply send your name, address and contact details 
with your cheque (payable University of Winchester) 
to Membership Secretary, 38 Ranvilles Lane, Fareham, 
Hampshire P014 3DX

www.hampshirewriterssociety.co.uk

http://www.hampshirewriterssociety.co.uk
http://www.hilaryjohnson.demon.co.uk/
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